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So-called functional error estimators provide a valuable tool for reliably estimating
the discretization error for a sum of two convex functions. We apply this concept
to Tikhonov regularization for the solution of inverse problems for partial di�eren-
tial equations, not only for quadratic Hilbert space regularization terms but also for
nonsmooth Banach space penalties. Examples include the measure-space norm (i.e.,
sparsity regularization) or the indicator function of an L∞ ball (i.e., Ivanov regular-
ization). ¿e error estimators can be written in terms of residuals in the optimality
system that can then be estimated by conventional techniques, thus leading to explicit
estimators. ¿is is illustrated by means of an elliptic inverse source problem with the
above-mentioned penalties, and numerical results are provided for the case of sparsity
regularization.

1 introduction

Variational regularization o en leads tominimizing a sum of two convex functionals and discretiza-
tion is usually performed by restricting minimization to a �nite dimensional subspace. For inverse
problems in the context of large scale PDE models, adaptive re�nement of the computational
mesh is crucial for an e�cient numerical solution. Recent contributions to the topic of adaptive
discretization of inverse problems can be found in, e.g., [Haber, Heldmann, and Ascher 2007]
on adaptive �nite volume discretizations for Tikhonov–TV regularization, [Kindermann and
Neubauer 2003; Neubauer 2007] on moving mesh regularization and adaptive grid regularization,
[Ben Ameur, Chavent, and Ja�ré 2002; Ben Ameur and Kaltenbacher 2002; Chavent and Bissel
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1998] on re�nement and coarsening indicators, and [Bangerth and Joshi 2008; Beilina and Cla-
son 2006; Beilina and Johnson 2005; Beilina and Klibanov 2010; Griesbaum, Kaltenbacher, and
Vexler 2008; Kaltenbacher, Kirchner, and Vexler 2011; Kaltenbacher, Kirchner, and Veljović 2014;
Kaltenbacher, Kirchner, and Vexler 2014] on goal oriented error estimators.
A key step for adaptive discretization is reliable estimation of the discretization error using

quantities available in the numerical computations, i.e., in an a posteriori fashion. ¿e functional
error estimators described in [Repin 2000] allow for an exact estimate of the discretization error
and appear to be particularly promising for Tikhonov regularized inverse problems since they
have originally been developed in the context of minimization of a sum of two convex functionals.
Yet so far they have not been considered for inverse problems and only very recently for control
problems in, e.g., [Gaevskaya et al. 2007; Langer, Repin, and Wolfmayr 2015; Wolfmayr 2015].
Regarding nonsmooth problems, functional error estimates have been used to derive a posteriori
error estimators for the �nite-element discretization of total variation denoising in [Bartels 2015].
In this work, we are concerned with linear inverse problems for PDEs consisting of the forward

model

Ay = Bu(1.1)

together with the measurement equation

Cy = g(1.2)

where u is the unknown parameter (e.g., source term, boundary data, or coe�cient), y is the
corresponding state solving (1.1), g is the observable data, A ∶ Y → W∗, B ∶ U → W∗, and
C ∶ Y → G are linear operators, and G, U ,W , and Y are Banach spaces.
As a simple motivating example, consider the inverse problem of electroencephalography [El

Badia and Ha-Duong 2000], which consists in recovering the current density distribution within
the brain from potential measurements on the scalp. ¿is can be formulated (assuming constant
conductivity for simplicity) as an inverse problem for the PDE

{
−∆y = χωcu in Ω,
∂ν y = f on ∂Ω,

where u is the desired current density, ωc ⊂ Ω denotes the region of interest inside the skull Ω,
and f is the given current �ux on the scalp ∂Ω. ¿e measured data is g = y∣Γ, where Γ ⊂ ∂Ω
denotes the location of the electrodes on the scalp. Here, A is the negative Laplace operator, B is
the extension operator from ωc to Ω, and C is the Dirichlet trace operator on Γ.
In practice, only a noisy measurement gδ will typically be available, where the noise level δ

de�ned by

∥g − gδ∥G ≤ δ

we here assume to be known. Since the solution of such an inverse problems is typically unstable,
regularization needs to be employed; see, e.g., [Engl, Hanke, and Neubauer 1996; Scherzer et al.
2009] and the references therein. We will here consider the classical Tikhonov–Philips method in
Banach spaces with Morozov’s discrepancy principle as a regularization parameter choice strategy.
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Using the parameter-to-state mapping

S ∶= A−1B ∈ L(U ,Y)

and the reduced forward operator

K ∶= CS ∈ L(U ,G),

we can write (1.1–1.2) as a single operator equation

Ku = g .

For this reduced formulation, Tikhonov’s method is given by

(1.3) min
u∈U

Jα(u,Ku) where Jα(u, g) = G(g) +Rα(u),

whereRα is an appropriate regularizing functional and G a discrepancy term, which in this work
will be assumed to have the form

(1.4) G(g) = 1
2
∥g − gδ∥2G .

¿e discrepancy principle (or rather its relaxed version) amounts to choosing α = α(δ) such that

τδ ≤ ∥Kuδα − gδ∥G ≤ τδ

holds, where uδα is a minimizer of (1.3) and τ ≥ τ ≥ 1 are �xed constants independent of δ.
Convergence of this method has been extensively investigated in the literature; see, e.g., [Engl,
Hanke, andNeubauer 1996] and the references therein for an analysis in Hilbert spaces and [Burger
and Osher 2004; Scherzer et al. 2009; Seidman and Vogel 1989] for a more general setting similar
to the one considered here. For actual numerical computations, the in�nite-dimensional problem
has to be discretized: Finite-dimensional spaces Uh ⊂ U , Yh ⊂ Y , andWh ⊂W are chosen, and
the solution of Ay = Bu is replaced by �nding yh ∈ Yh such that

⟨Ayh − Bu, wh⟩ = 0 ∀wh ∈Wh .

To carry the convergence results over from the in�nite-dimensional to the discretized problem,
the error due to discretization has to be assessed. In particular, it is important to carefully balance
discretization and regularization. As it turns out, only errors in the functionalsG and Jα need to be
controlled in order to obtain a convergent adaptive method. ¿is makes the theory of functional
error estimators in [Repin 2000] applicable. As we will show, these estimators are applicable for
di�erent choices of regularization functionals.¿ese include the usual squaredHilbert-space norm,
i.e. Rα = α

2 ∥⋅∥
2
U , but also nonsmooth penalties of the form Rα = δBL∞(ωc)1/α

or Rα = α∥⋅∥M(ωc),
whereM(Ω) is the space of Radonmeasures.¿e latter penalty is useful for incorporating sparsity
regularization, while the former penalty corresponds to Ivanov regularization (also called method
of quasi-solutions, see [Ivanov 1962; Ivanov 1963; Ivanov, Vasin, and Tanana 2002; Lorenz and
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Worliczek 2013; Seidman and Vogel 1989], as well as [Neubauer and Ramlau 2014] in the context of
Hilbert scales), where the regularization does not take the usual additive formwith α as amultiplier.
In all these cases, the functional error estimators can be computed in terms of residuals in the
optimality system.
¿is work is organized as follows. A er �xing some common notation, we present in Section 2

the basic results on convergence of adaptively discretized regularizationmethods and the functional
error estimates our analysis relies on. ¿ese estimators are then applied to the classical Hilbert
space regularization in Section 3, �rst in the general setting and then speci�cally for a model
inverse source problem for the Poisson equation. Similarly, Section 4 and Section 5 treat the case
of Banach space norm constraints and norm regularization, respectively, again both in the general
setting and for model problems (Ivanov regularization resp. sparsity). For the latter, numerical
experiments given in Section 6 demonstrate the e�ciency of our approach.

2 notation and preliminary results

For some Banach space X with dual X∗, we use the notation ⟨x∗, x⟩X∗ ,X for the canonical duality
pairing. In case of a Hilbert space X, (x1, x2)X denotes the inner product. Moreover, δS denotes
the indicator function of some set S and BXr the closed ball of radius r around zero in the normed
space X.

2.1 functional-analytic setting

In the following, we assume that U ,W , X , Y are Banach spaces withW and Y being re�exive,
and that G is a Hilbert space. Furthermore, we suppose that either X = U∗ or U = X ∗ holds,
which allows us to use a consistent notation in the rest of the paper and to avoid cumbersome case
distinctions. For a convex functional F ∶ U → R̄, we will denote by

F∗ ∶ X → R̄, F∗(x) = sup
u∈U

⟨u, x⟩U ,X − F(u)

its Fenchel conjugate. If X = U∗, this coincides with the usual de�nitions in the sense of convex
analysis. For U = X ∗, it is common to de�ne as here the Fenchel conjugate on X instead of X ∗∗

in the special case of F = G∗ (i.e., the biconjugate of G); the rede�nition in the general case is less
common but still consistent and coincides with the “predual” approach as in, e.g., [Clason and
Kunisch 2011]. ¿is will allow working with spaces of continuous functions instead of the dual of
measure spaces later on. In particular, the Fenchel conjugate of F(u) = α∥u∥U is always given by

F∗(x) = δBXα (x) =
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩

0 if ∥x∥X ≤ α,
∞ if ∥x∥X > α.

In the case that U is a Hilbert space, we setX = U , in which case the duality pairing coincides with
the standard inner product. In particular, for F(u) = 1

2∥u − z∥
2
U we have

F∗(u) = 1
2
(∥u − z∥2U − ∥z∥2U) .
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We further denote by

∂F(u) ∶= {x ∈ U∗ ∶ ⟨ũ − u, x⟩U ,X ≤ F(ũ) − F(u) for all ũ ∈ U}

the convex subdi�erential of F ∶ U → R̄. Note that we always have the inclusion X ⊂ U∗, either
by equality or by using the canonical injection from X to X ∗∗. In the latter case, existence of the
duality mapping J U ∶ U → X , de�ned by

∥J U(u)∥X = 1 and ⟨u,J U(u)⟩U ,X = ∥u∥U for all u ∈ U ,

i.e., J U(u) ∈ ∂(∥⋅∥U)(u), becomes an additional assumption.
We further need the linear operators A ∈ L(Y ,W∗), B ∈ L(U ,W∗), and C ∈ L(Y ,G), and

assume that A is continuously invertible. We will also make use of the adjoints

A∗ ∈ L(W ,Y∗) with ⟨Ay,w⟩W∗ ,W = ⟨y,A∗w⟩Y ,Y∗ for all y ∈ Y , w ∈W ,
B∗ ∈ L(W ,X ) with ⟨Bu,w⟩W∗ ,W = ⟨u, B∗w⟩U ,X for all u ∈ U , w ∈W ,
C∗ ∈ L(G ,Y∗) with (Cy, g)G = ⟨y,C∗g∗⟩Y ,Y∗ for all y ∈ Y , g ∈ G ,
K∗ ∈ L(G ,X ) with (Ku, g)G = ⟨u,K∗g∗⟩U ,X for all u ∈ U , g ∈ G ,
S∗ ∈ L(Y∗,X ) with ⟨Su, y∗⟩Y ,Y∗ = ⟨u, S∗y∗⟩U ,X for all u ∈ U , y∗ ∈ Y∗.

Let us emphasize that the existence of B∗ with the mentioned properties is an actual assumption
in the case U = X ∗, which is equivalent to the assumption that B is the adjoint operator of an
operator ∗B. (With a slight abuse of notation in the �rst two cases, since these are actually the
compositions of the standard adjoints with the canonical embeddingsW →W∗∗). In addition,
{Rα}α>0,Rα ∶ U → R̄, is a family of proper, convex, lower semicontinuous functionals.
Finally, let Uh, Yh,Wh be �nite dimensional subspaces of U , Y ,W , respectively. In the case

that U is a Hilbert space, we will denote by PUh the orthogonal projection onto Uh. Furthermore,
RWh ∶W∗ →W∗

h and RYh ∶ Y∗ → Y∗h denote the Ritz projectors de�ned by

(2.1) ⟨RWhw
∗,wh⟩W∗

h ,Wh = ⟨w∗,wh⟩W∗ ,W , ⟨RYh y
∗, yh⟩Y∗h ,Yh = ⟨y∗, yh⟩Y∗ ,Y .

2.2 convergence of adaptively discretized tikhonov regulariza-
tion

We consider the Tikhonov regularization (1.3) equivalently written as a PDE-constrained mini-
mization problem

(2.2) min
u∈U , y∈Y

Jα(u, y) ∶=
1
2
∥Cy − gδ∥2G +Rα(u) s.t. Ay = Bu inW∗.

¿e discrete counterpart of (2.2) reads

(2.3) min
u∈Uh , y∈Yh

Jα(u, y) s.t. RWh(Ay − Bu) = 0.

Let (uδα , yδα) be the exact Tikhonov minimizer, i.e., a solution of (2.2), and let (uh , yh) ∈ Uh ×Yh
be some approximation, e.g., a solution of the discrete problem (2.3). In this abstract setting we
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just presume existence of minimizers of (2.2) and (2.3) and will verify this assumption for the
applications in Sections 3.2, 4.2, and 5.2. ¿e question is now how the convergence of the discrete
approximation uh to solutions of the equation Ku = g can be guaranteed for (h, α, δ)↘ 0.
¿e following theorem shows (similarly as in [Kaltenbacher,Kirchner, andVexler 2011; Neubauer

and Scherzer 1990]) that it is enough to adapt the discretization and the choice of the regularization
parameter α(δ, h) in such a way that the di�erence in the functional values satis�es

Jα(uh , yh) − Jα(uδα , yδα) ≤ ηJ ,

and the di�erence in the discrepancy values satis�es

(2.4) ∥Khuh − gδ∥2G − ∥Kuδα − gδ∥2G = ∥Cyh − gδ∥2G − ∥Cyδα − gδ∥2G ≤ ηD ,

where ηJ and ηD can be controlled to be small enough relative to δ.

Proposition 2.1. Let (uδα , yδα) be a minimizer of (2.2) and (uδα,h , yδα,h) be a minimizer of (2.3).
Let α(δ) be chosen such that for some constants c1, c2, τ, τ > 0 independent of δ with τ > τ ≥
max{

√
1 + 2c2, 1 + c1}, the estimates

τδ ≤ ∥Cyδα(δ),h − g
δ∥G ≤ τδ,(2.5)

∣∥Cyδα(δ),h − g
δ∥G − ∥Cyδα(δ) − g

δ∥G ∣ ≤ c1δ,(2.6)

and

Jα(δ)(uδα(δ),h , y
δ
α(δ),h) − Jα(δ)(u

δ
α(δ), y

δ
α(δ)) ≤ c2δ

2(2.7)

hold. ¿en for any solution u† to Ku = g†, we have

(2.8) Rα(δ)(uδα(δ)) ≤Rα(δ)(u†) and Rα(δ)(uδα(δ),h) ≤Rα(δ)(u†) for all δ > 0.

Moreover, we have

(2.9) ∥Cyδα(δ),h − g
δ∥G ≤ τδ → 0 and ∥Cyδα(δ) − g

δ∥G ≤ (τ + c1)δ → 0.

Proof. Set α∗ ∶= α(δ). By the assumptions (2.5–2.7) and minimality of (uδα∗ , yδα∗), we have for any
solution u† to Ku = g†

1
2
τ2δ2 +Rα∗(uδα∗ ,h) − c2δ

2 ≤ 1
2
∥Cyδα∗ ,h − g

δ∥2G +Rα∗(uδα∗ ,h) − c2δ
2

≤ 1
2
∥Cyδα∗ − g

δ∥2G +Rα∗(uδα∗) ≤
1
2
∥Ku† − gδ∥2G +Rα∗(u†)

≤ 1
2
δ2 +Rα∗(u†) ≤

1
2

1
(τ − c1)2

∥Cyδα∗ − g
δ∥2G +Rα∗(u†)

(where we have used ∥Cyδα∗ − gδ∥G ≥ (τ − c1)δ in the last estimate), which by comparison of
the third and the sixth as well as of the �rst and the � h expression in this chain of inequalities
together with τ ≥ max{

√
1 + 2c2, 1 + c1} yields (2.8). ¿e convergence (2.9) follows directly from

(2.5) and (2.6).
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Note that no absolute value is required in the estimate (2.7). From (2.8) and (2.9), convergence
and convergence rates for both the continuous and discrete sequence as δ → 0 follow under the
usual assumptions onR, see, e.g., [Engl, Hanke, and Neubauer 1996; Scherzer et al. 2009; Schuster
et al. 2012].
Remark 2.2. Here we have taken into account the fact that in practical computations, the discrep-
ancy principle (2.5) can only be checked for the discrete residual ∥Cyδα∗(δ),h− g

δ∥G = ∥Khuδα∗(δ),h−
gδ∥G , not the exact residual ∥Kuδα∗(δ),h − g

δ∥G for which (2.4) can be employed. To bridge the gap
between these two quantities, we will use the triangle inequality and an additional estimate of
∥Khuδα∗(δ),h − Ku

δ
α∗(δ),h∥G .

¿e accuracy requirements that will have to be met by an adaptive discretization are stated in
assumptions (2.6) and (2.7). Note that for this purpose, the accuracy of u need not be controlled
directly, but only via the residual norm and cost function values. In the next section, we will derive
corresponding estimates based on the functional error estimates from [Repin 2000].

2.3 functional a posteriori estimators

Our approach is based on the following functional error estimate, which is inspired by [Repin
2000]. We employ the strong convexity of the discrepancy term (1.4) to obtain a slightly improved
estimate.

Proposition 2.3. Let (uδα , yδα) be a minimizer of (2.2). Assume that there is a family of functions
{φα}α>0, φα ∶ U × U → R+

0 , satisfying

(2.10) λ(1 − λ)φα(u1, u2) ≤ λRα(u1) + (1 − λ)Rα(u2) −Rα (λu1 + (1 − λ)u2)

for all u1, u2 ∈ U , α > 0, and λ ∈ (0, 1). Let v ∈ U and g∗ ∈ G be arbitrary. ¿en, any v ∈ U and
g∗ ∈ G satisfy

(2.11)
1
2
∥K(uδα − v)∥2G + φα(uδα , v) ≤ Jα(v ,Kv) − Jα(uδα ,Kuδα)

≤Rα(v) +R∗
α(K∗g∗) +G(Kv) +G∗(−g∗).

Proof. Due to the assumptions and the strong convexity of G, we have for v ∈ U and λ ∈ (0, 1)

λ(1 − λ) ( 1
2
∥K(uδα − v)∥2G + φα(uδα , v)) ≤ λJα(uδα ,Kuδα) + (1 − λ)Jα(v ,Kv)

− Jα (λuδα + (1 − λ)v ,K(λuδα + (1 − λ)v))
≤ (1 − λ)(Jα(v ,Kv) − Jα(uδα ,Kuδα)),

where we have used optimality of uδα in the last step. Dividing by 1− λ and letting λ ↗ 1, we obtain
the �rst inequality. ¿e second inequality is a consequence of weak duality.

Condition (2.10) is satis�ed, e.g., with φα(u1, u2) = α
2 ∥u1 − u2∥

2
U in the case of a quadratic

Hilbert space penalty; see Section 3. But we will see that (2.11) still provides valuable information
on the error if (2.10) is only satis�ed with φα(u1, u2) = 0, as in the case of Banach space norm
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constraints and penalties; see Sections 4 and 5, respectively. Here it is important to note that the
right-hand side of estimate (2.11) does not contain the unknown solution uδα . We will use this
estimate with v ∶= uδα,h, which is available in the numerical computations. We also point out that
the right-hand side corresponds to the duality gap between problem (1.3) and its dual problem
in the sense of convex analysis; see, e.g., [Ekeland and Témam 1999]. Hence if v and g∗ satisfy
primal-dual extremality relations for (1.3), then the right-hand side of (2.11) vanishes.
¿e sub- and superscripts α, δ will be omitted in the following. Instead, we will write (ū, ȳ),

(ūh , ȳh) for the continuous and discrete minimizers (uδα , yδα), (uδα,h , yδα,h), respectively.

2.4 model problem

To illustrate the derived estimates, we will apply them to the identi�cation of the source term u in

(2.12) {
−∆y = χωcu in Ω,

y = 0 on ∂Ω,

on a domain Ω ⊆ Rn, n ∈ {1, 2, 3}, from restricted observations gδ of y in ωo. Hence,
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

Ay = −∆y, A∗ = A,
Bu = χωcu, B∗w = w∣ωc ,
Cy = y∣ωo , C∗g = χωo g ,

and G = L2(ωo). In the sequel, we assume that Ω is polyhedral and convex. ¿is enables us to
employH2-regularity results for the elliptic equation (2.12). In addition, we can avoid technicalities
in the �nite element setting on curved domains.
We de�ne Yh =Wh by continuous piecewise linear �nite elements on a shape regular triangula-

tion Th consisting of element domains K; see, e.g., [Braess 2007]. ¿e set of all faces of elements
will be denoted by Eh . ¿e associated nodal interpolation operator will be denoted by IT , which is
continuous from Cb(Ω) to Yh.
We will employ the standard interpolation estimates

(2.13)
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩

∀K ∈ Th ∶ ∥v − IT v∥L2(K) ≤ cIh2K ∣v∣H2(K) ∀v ∈ H2(Ω) ,

∀F ∈ Eh ∶ ∥v − IT v∥L2(F∖∂Ω) ≤ cIh
3/2
K ∣v∣H2(K) ∀v ∈ H2(Ω) ,

where hK is the element diameter, as well as the stability estimate

(2.14) ∥v∥H2(Ω) ≤ cS∥∆v∥L2(Ω) ∀v ∈ H2(Ω) ∩H1
0(Ω),

cf. [Braess 2007, ¿m. II.6.4] and [Ciarlet 2002, ¿m. 3.3.7].

3 hilbert space regularization

In this section,we assume thatU is aHilbert space, identifyX withU , and consider as regularization
term the squared norm, i.e.,

Rα =
α
2
∥⋅∥2U , and hence R∗

α =
1
2α

∥⋅∥2U .
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SinceJα is di�erentiable, we obtain for (2.2) by standard Lagrangian calculus the optimality system

(3.1)

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

C∗(Cȳ − gδ) + A∗w̄ = 0,
αū − B∗w̄ = 0,
Aȳ − Bū = 0.

¿e corresponding discrete system for (2.3) is

(3.2)

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

RYh (C
∗(Cȳh − gδ) + A∗w̄h) = 0,

αūh − PUhB
∗w̄h = 0,

RWh (Aȳh − Būh) = 0,

with RYh , RWh as in (2.1), which corresponds to a �nite element discretization of the state and
adjoint equation. ¿e solution (ūh , ȳh , w̄h) ∈ Uh × Yh ×Wh of (3.2) can be considered as an
approximation to the solution (ū, ȳ, w̄) ∈ U ×Y ×W of (3.1).

3.1 error estimates

Setting φα(u1, u2) = α
2 ∥u1 − u2∥

2
U , we obtain from¿eorem 2.3 that the solution ū to (1.3) satis�es

(3.3) α∥u − ū∥2U + ∥Ku − Kū∥2G ≤ 2 (Jα(u,Ku) − Jα(ū,Kū))

≤ α∥u∥2U +
1
α
∥K∗g∗∥2U + ∥Ku − gδ∥2G + ∥g∗ − gδ∥2G − ∥gδ∥2G

= α∥u∥2U +
1
α
∥K∗(g − gδ)∥2U + ∥Ku − gδ∥2G + ∥g∥2G − ∥gδ∥2G

= 1
α
∥αu + K∗(g − gδ)∥2U + ∥Ku − g∥2G ,

for any u ∈ U and g∗ ∶= gδ − g ∈ G for any g ∈ G. We now de�ne

(3.4) ŷ ∶= Sūh = A−1Būh .

Inserting u = ūh and g = Cȳh in (3.3), we arrive at

(3.5) α∥ūh − ū∥2U + ∥Cŷ − Cȳ∥2G ≤ 2 (Jα(ūh , ŷ) − Jα(ū, ȳ))

≤ 1
α
∥αūh + S∗C∗(Cȳh − gδ)∥2U + ∥C(A−1Būh − ȳh)∥2G

= 1
α
∥αūh − B∗w̄h + S∗ (C∗(Cȳh − gδ) + A∗w̄h)∥2U

+ ∥CA−1 (Aȳh − Būh)∥2G .

Here, (3.5) contains the residuals of the equations in the optimality system (3.1), which are given by

(3.6)

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

ρw ∶= C∗(Cȳh − gδ) + A∗w̄h = A∗(w̄h − ŵ),
ρu ∶= αūh − B∗w̄h ,
ρy ∶= Aȳh − Būh = A( ȳh − ŷ),
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where ( ŷ, ŵ) ∈ Y ×W and ( ȳh , w̄h) ∈ Yh ×Wh satisfy

(3.7)
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩

RYh (C
∗(Cȳh − gδ) + A∗w̄h) = 0,

RWh (Aȳh − Būh) = 0,

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩

C∗(Cȳh − gδ) + A∗ŵ = 0,
Aŷ − Būh = 0,

for the same ūh ∈ Uh (note that the le system is coupled, as opposed to the right one). ¿us the
inequality (3.5) appears to be suited for a posteriori error estimation.
Although estimate (3.5) only gives an estimate on Kūh −Kū = Cŷ−Cȳ and not on Khūh −Kū =

Cȳh − Cȳ (which is needed for (2.6)), we can use the identity ȳh − ŷ = A−1ρy,i.e.,

(3.8) Cȳh − Cŷ = CA−1 (Aȳh − Būh) ,

the triangle inequality, and the fact that

(3.9) ∀a, b, c, d ≥ 0 ∶ a + b2 ≤ c + d2 ⇒ a + (b + d)2 ≤ γc + σd2

holds for

(3.10) (σ = 4 and γ ≥ 2) or (σ > 4 and γ > 2σ
σ +

√
σ2 − 4σ

)

(see the Appendix for a proof) as well as

(3.11) Jα(ūh , ȳh) − Jα(ūh , ŷ) = (Cȳh − gδ ,Cȳh − Cŷ)G −
1
2
∥Cȳh − Cŷ∥G

to obtain from (3.5) the following a posteriori estimate.

Proposition 3.1. Let U be a Hilbert space and Rα = α
2 ∥⋅∥

2
U . ¿en the minimizers (ū, ȳ) of (2.2)

and (ūh , ȳh) of (2.3) satisfy the estimates

α∥ūh − ū∥2U + ∥Cȳh − Cȳ∥2G ≤
γ
α
∥B∗(A∗)−1ρw + ρu∥2U + σ∥CA−1ρy∥2G ,(3.12)

Jα(ūh , ȳh) − Jα(ū, ȳ) ≤
1
2α

∥B∗(A∗)−1ρw + ρu∥2U + (Cȳh − gδ ,CA−1ρy)G ,(3.13)

with σ and γ as in (3.10) and ρw , ρu, and ρy as in (3.6).

Here the factors σ and γ may be used to minimize the right hand side of the estimate. In the
following, we will �x σ = 4, γ = 2 for simplicity.
At a �rst glance, estimate (3.5) requires solution of state and adjoint equation on a �ne grid for

applying S∗ and CA−1, but this can be avoided in some relevant examples; see, e.g., Section 3.2
below.
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3.2 application to inverse source problem

We now apply the estimate from Proposition 3.1 to the model problem (2.12). In this case, we have
U = L2(ωc) as well as Y = H1

0(Ω) =W , and the Tikhonov problem is given by

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩

min
y,u

1
2
∥y − gδ∥2L2(ωo) +

α
2
∥u∥2L2(ωc)

s.t. − ∆y = χωcu, y∣∂Ω = 0.

Hence, using

ρw = χωo( ȳh − gδ) − ∆w̄h ,
ρu = αūh − w̄h ∣ωc ,
ρy = −∆ ȳh − χωc ūh ,

estimates (3.12) and (3.13) become

α∥ūh − ū∥L2(ωc) + ∥ ȳh − ȳ∥L2(ωo) ≤
2
α
∥(−∆)−1[ρw] + ρu∥2L2(ωc) + 4∥(−∆)

−1[ρy]∥2L2(ωo),(3.14)

Jα(ūh , ȳh) − Jα(ū, ȳ) ≤
1
2α

∥(−∆)−1[ρw] + ρu∥2L2(ωc)
+ ( ȳh − gδ , (−∆)−1[ρy])L2(ωo).

(3.15)

It remains to describe how the right-hand sides can be evaluated for a given discrete approxima-
tion (ūh , ȳh). ¿e residual ρw can be estimated using a conventional error estimator: Observing
that w̄h and ŵ solve the discretized and continuous Poisson equation with the same right-hand
side C∗(Cȳh − gδ), we can write

(3.16) (A∗)−1ρw = (w̄h − ŵ) = ((A∗h)−1 − (A∗)−1)C∗(Cȳh − gδ).

Hence, using duality-based error estimators, e.g., from [Ainsworth and Oden 2000, Sec. 2.4], with
φ = A−1BB∗(w̄h − ŵ) ∈ Y , we obtain

∥B∗(A∗)−1ρw∥U = ∥B∗(w̄h − ŵ)∥U = ⟨Aφ, w̄h − ŵ⟩W∗ ,W
= ⟨φ,A∗(w̄h − ŵ)⟩Y ,Y∗ = ⟨φ − IT φ,A∗(w̄h − ŵ)⟩Y ,Y∗ ,

where we have used Galerkin orthogonality in the last equality. Since Ω is assumed to be convex
and polyhedral, we can apply (2.13) to φ ∈ H2(Ω) to obtain for all K ∈ Th the estimate

∥φ − IT φ∥L2(K) + h
1/2
K ∥v − IT v∥L2(∂K∖∂Ω) ≤ cIh2K ∣φ∣H2(K),

Due to H2-regularity, we can also apply (2.14) to further estimate ∣φ∣H2(Ω) ≤ cS∥w̄h − ŵ∥L2(ωc).
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From (3.7) and integration by parts, we thus obtain

∥w̄h − ŵ∥2L2(ωc) = ∫Ω∇(φ − IT φ) ⋅ ∇(w̄h − ŵ) dx

= ∑
K∈Th

(∫
K
(φ − IT φ)ρw dx + ∫

∂K
(φ − IT φ)∇w̄h ⋅ ν ds)

≤ cI ∑
K∈Th

(h2K∥ρw∥L2(K) +
1
2
h3/2K ∥J∇w̄h ⋅ νK∥L2(∂K∖∂Ω)) ∣φ∣H2(K)

≤ cT
⎛
⎝∑K∈Th

h4K∥ρw∥2L2(K) +
1
2
h3K∥J∇w̄h ⋅ νK∥2L2(∂K∖∂Ω)

⎞
⎠

1/2
∥w̄h − ŵ∥L2(ωc),

where cT ∶= cIcS , and J⋅K denotes the jump over the element boundary ∂K with normal ν. Canceling
the norm on both sides then yields

(3.17) ∥(−∆)−1[ρw]∥L2(ωc) = ∥w̄h − ŵ∥L2(ωc)

≤ cT
⎛
⎝∑K∈Th

h4K∥ρw∥2L2(K) +
1
2
h3K∥J∇w̄h ⋅ νK∥2L2(∂K∖∂Ω)

⎞
⎠

1/2

=∶ cT ηw .

Note that although ρw is globally only an element of H−1(Ω), we may take its elementwise L2(K)
norm, since w̄h is piecewise polynomial and therefore ∆(w̄h ∣K) ∈ L2(K). In case of piecewise
linear �nite elements, we just have ∥χωo( ȳh − gδ)∥2L2(K) in place of ∥ρw∥

2
L2(K). ¿e term containing

ρu is straightforward to evaluate as a sum of elementwise contributions. Analogously to (3.16), we
have a similar representation for ρy in (3.8). As in (3.17), we can thus estimate

(3.18) ∥ ȳh − ŷ∥L2(ωo) ≤ cT
⎛
⎝∑K∈Th

h4K∥ρy∥2L2(K) +
1
2
h3K∥J∇ ȳh ⋅ νK∥2L2(∂K∖∂Ω)

⎞
⎠

1/2

=∶ cT ηy .

Combining (3.14) and (3.15) with (3.17), and (3.18), we thus obtain the explicit a posteriori estimates

α∥ūh − ū∥2L2(ωc) + ∥ ȳh − ȳ∥2L2(ωo) ≤
2
α
∥(−∆)−1[ρw] + ρu∥2L2(ωc) + 4∥ ȳh − ŷ∥

2
L2(ωo)

≤ 2
α
(cT ηw + ∥ρu∥2L2(ωc))

2
+ 4 (cT ηy)

2 ,

Jα(ūh , ȳh) − Jα(ū, ȳ) ≤
1
2α

(cT ηw + ∥ρu∥2L2(ωc))
2
+ cT ηy∥ ȳh − gδ∥L2(ωo).

Remark 3.2. ¿e L2 inner product term in (3.15) could in principle lead to a negative estimate of
Jα(ūh , ȳh)− Jα(ū, ȳ), which by (2.7) would mean that no re�nement is required from the point of
view of cost functional accuracy. However, so far we have not found a means to reasonably evaluate
this term as a possibly negative inner product (approximating (−∆)−1 by its discretized version
would just make the term vanish) and thus to estimate it by the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality.
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Estimates (3.17) and (3.18) give bounds on quantities de�ned on the possibly restricted subdo-
mains ωc and ωo, respectively. However, the estimators are sums of contributions on the whole
domain Ω, and the dependence on the subdomains ωc , ωo only enters indirectly via the de�nition
of ρw , w̄h, ρy, and ȳh. Still, this makes sense, since these estimators are supposed to indicate local
re�nement of the �nite element mesh for w̄h and ȳh de�ned on all of Ω.
Remark 3.3. Related results can be found in the literature on a posteriori error estimates for optimal
control problems. We mention [Kohls, Rösch, and Siebert 2014; Liu and Yan 2001], where H1-error
estimates are used in contrast to the L2-estimators employed above. Goal-oriented error estimators
of dual-weighted-residual type are investigated in, e.g., [Becker and Vexler 2004; Griesbaum,
Kaltenbacher, and Vexler 2008; Kaltenbacher, Kirchner, and Vexler 2011; Kaltenbacher, Kirchner,
and Vexler 2014].

4 banach space norm constraint

In this section, we consider as regularization term

Rα = δBU1/α , and hence R∗
α =

1
α
∥⋅∥X .

¿is setting is of particular interest for incorporating pointwise almost everywhere bounds on
u via U = L∞(ωc); see Section 4.2 below. Let us recall that in the setting U = X ∗, the operator
B is explicitly assumed to be an adjoint operator, which is the case in the example considered in
Section 4.2.
Using the de�nitions of Section 2.1 and standard arguments from convex analysis, we obtain for

(2.2) the optimality conditions

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

C∗(Cȳ − gδ) + A∗w̄ = 0,
ū ∈ BU1/α and ⟨u − ū, B∗w̄⟩U ,X ≥ 0 ∀u ∈ BU1/α ,

Aȳ − Bū = 0.

¿e corresponding discrete optimality conditions are

(4.1)

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

RYh (C
∗(Cȳh − gδ) + A∗w̄h) = 0,

ūh ∈ BUh1/α and ⟨uh − ūh , B∗w̄h⟩U ,X ≥ 0 ∀uh ∈ BUh1/α ,
RWh (Aȳh − Būh) = 0.

4.1 error estimates

Setting φα(u1, u2) = 0, we obtain from¿eorem 2.3 that the solution ū to (1.3) satis�es

∥Ku − Kū∥2G ≤ 2 (Jα(u,Ku) − Jα(ū,Kū))

≤ 2
α
∥K∗g∗∥X + ∥Ku − gδ∥2G + ∥g∗ − gδ∥2G − ∥gδ∥2G

= 2
α
∥K∗(g − gδ)∥X + 2⟨u,K∗(g − gδ)⟩U ,X + ∥Ku − g∥2G
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for any u ∈ U and g∗ ∶= gδ − g ∈ G for any g ∈ G. Inserting u = ūh and g = Cȳh with (ūh , ȳh , w̄h) ∈
Uh ×Yh ×Wh satisfying (4.1), we obtain

(4.2) ∥Cŷ − Cȳ∥2G ≤ 2 (Jα(ūh , ŷ) − Jα(ū, ȳ))

≤ 2
α
∥B∗ŵ∥X + 2⟨ūh , B∗ŵ⟩U ,X + ∥CA−1(Aȳh − Būh)∥2G ,

with ŷ and ŵ de�ned as in (3.4) and (3.7), respectively. Note that by ∥ūh∥U ≤ 1
α , the term

1
α ∥B

∗ŵ∥X−
⟨ūh , B∗ŵ⟩U ,X is indeed nonnegative.
For the �rst and last relation in (4.1), we can de�ne the residuals ρw and ρy as in (3.6) and, taking

into account (3.8)–(3.11), obtain a �rst a posteriori estimate.

Proposition 4.1. LetRα = δBU1/α . ¿en the minimizers (ū, ȳ) of (2.2) and (ūh , ȳh) of (2.3) satisfy
the estimates

∥Cȳh − Cȳ∥2G ≤
4
α
∥B∗ŵ∥X + 4⟨ūh , B∗ŵ⟩U ,X + 4∥CA−1ρy∥2G ,

Jα(ūh , ȳh) − Jα(ū, ȳ) ≤
1
α
∥B∗ŵ∥X + ⟨ūh , B∗ŵ⟩U ,X + ∥CA−1ρy∥G∥Cȳh − gδ∥G .

with ρy as in (3.6).

If a duality mapping J X (x) ∈ ∂∥⋅∥X (x) exists (e.g., if U = X ∗), we can also de�ne a residual
for the second relation in (2.3) by

(4.3) ρu ∶= αūh +J X (B∗w̄h).

From ⟨J X (B∗w̄h), B∗w̄h⟩U ,X = ∥B∗w̄h∥X it follows that ⟨ρu , B∗w̄h⟩U ,X ≤ 0.¿enwe can estimate

∥B∗ŵ∥X + α⟨ūh , B∗ŵ⟩U ,X = ⟨ρu − (J X (B∗w̄h) −J X (B∗ŵ)), B∗ŵ⟩U ,X
≤ ⟨ρu , B∗(ŵ − w̄h)⟩U ,X − ⟨J X (B∗w̄h) −J X (B∗ŵ), B∗ŵ⟩U ,X .

By construction we have that

⟨J X (B∗w̄h) −J X (B∗ŵ), B∗w̄h⟩U ,X = ∥B∗w̄h∥X − ⟨J X (B∗ŵ), B∗w̄h⟩U ,X ≥ 0

Hence it follows that

⟨J X (B∗ŵ) −J X (B∗w̄h)), B∗ŵ⟩U ,X ≤ ⟨J X (B∗ŵ) −J X (B∗w̄h)), B∗(ŵ −wh)⟩U ,X .

Introducing the symmetric Bregman distance of ∥ ⋅ ∥U de�ned as

Dsym
∥⋅∥X (B

∗ŵ , B∗w̄h) ∶= ⟨J X (B∗ŵ) −J X (B∗w̄h)), B∗(ŵ −wh)⟩U ,X ,

we obtain the estimate

∥B∗ŵ∥X + α⟨ūh , B∗ŵ⟩U ,X ≤ ⟨ρu , B∗(ŵ − w̄h)⟩U ,X +Dsym
∥⋅∥X (B

∗ŵ , B∗w̄h).

Using (3.8) in (4.2) together with the de�nitions of ρu and Dsym
∥⋅∥X yields the following estimates.
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Proposition 4.2. Let U = X ∗ andRα = δBU1/α . ¿en the minimizers (ū, ȳ) of (2.2) and (ūh , ȳh) of
(2.3) satisfy the estimates

∥Cȳh − Cȳ∥2G ≤
4
α
⟨ρu , B∗(ŵ − w̄h)⟩U ,X +

4
α
Dsym
∥⋅∥X (B

∗ŵ , B∗w̄h) + 4∥CA−1ρy∥2G ,(4.4)

Jα(ūh , ȳh) − Jα(ū, ȳ) ≤
1
α
⟨ρu , B∗(ŵ − w̄h)⟩U ,X +

1
α
Dsym
∥⋅∥X (B

∗ŵ , B∗w̄h)(4.5)

+ ∥CA−1ρy∥G∥Cȳh − gδ∥G ,

with ρy as in (3.6) and ρu as in (4.3).

Let us remark that due to (3.6), the unknown ŵ can replaced by w̄h − (A∗)−1ρw . Hence, the
components of the error estimate are fully available in numerical implementations, as we will show
in more detail in Section 4.2.
If a variational discretization, i.e.,Uh = U , is used, then from (4.1) we obtain−B∗w̄h ∈ ∂δBU1/α(ūh),

which is equivalent to −ūh ∈ ∂∥ ⋅ ∥X (B∗w̄h). ¿is implies that ρu = 0, and hence (4.4) and (4.5)
reduce to

∥Cȳh − Cȳ∥2G ≤
4
α
Dsym
∥⋅∥X (B

∗ŵ , B∗w̄h) + 4∥CA−1ρy∥2G ,(4.6)

Jα(ūh , ȳh) − Jα(ū, ȳ) ≤
1
α
Dsym
∥⋅∥X (B

∗ŵ , B∗w̄h) + ∥CA−1ρy∥G∥Cȳh − gδ∥G .(4.7)

4.2 application to inverse source problem

We now apply the estimate from Proposition 4.2 to the model problem (2.12) for the case of Ivanov
regularization. In this case, we have U = L∞(ωc) and X = L1(ωc), i.e., U = X ∗, and hence the
duality mapping is given by

J X (B∗w) = sign(w∣ωc).

As before, we take Y = H1
0(Ω) =W . ¿e Ivanov problem is then given by

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩

min
y,u

1
2
∥y − gδ∥2L2(ωo) s.t. ∣u(x)∣ ≤ 1

α
for a.e. x ∈ ωc

and − ∆y = χωcu, y∣∂Ω = 0.

¿e residuals used in Proposition 4.2 are now given by

ρw ∶= χωo( ȳh − gδ) − ∆w̄h ,
ρu ∶= αūh − sign(w̄h ∣ωc),
ρy ∶= −∆ ȳh − χωc ūh .

We will consider the case of variational discretization for simplicity, where we can make use of the
estimate (4.6). Since the term containing ρy in (4.6) can be estimated by (3.18), it only remains to
consider the term containing Dsym

∥⋅∥X , which in this setting can be estimated by

Dsym
∥⋅∥X (B

∗ŵ , B∗w̄h) =
1
α
⟨sign(ŵ) − sign(w̄h), ŵ − w̄h⟩L∞(ωc),L1(ωc) ≤

2
α
∥ŵ − w̄h∥L1(ωc).
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(Note that we cannot expect smallness of ∥sign(ŵ) − sign(w̄h)∥L∞(ωc) directly, since continuity
of the sign operator cannot be quanti�ed on X = L1(ωc).)
In order to estimate the L1(ωc)-norm of ŵ − w̄h, we introduce

z ∶= (−∆)−1[χωc sign(ŵ − w̄h)] ∈ W2,p(Ω) ∩H1
0(Ω) ∀p <∞.

We assume from here on that Ω ⊂ R2 is polygonal with interior angles of at most π2 . In this case,
we obtain from [Di Plinio and Temam 2015, ¿m. 1] that

(4.8) ∥z∥W2,p(Ω) ≤ cS p ∥sign(ŵ − w̄h)∥L∞(Ω) ≤ cS p

holds for all p ≥ 2 with a constant cS > 0 independent of p. In case thatΩ does not allow for such a
regularity result, and (4.8) only holds for p = 2, we can use the L2-error estimate of Section 3.2. Let
IT z be the piecewise linear interpolant of z. ¿en we have from [Ciarlet 2002, ¿m 3.1.6] together
with (4.8) for all p > d the estimate

(4.9) ∥z − IT z∥L∞(K) + ∥z − IT z∥L∞(∂K) ≤ cI h
2−d/p
K ∥z∥W2,p(K) ≤ cIcS p h

2−d/p
K

with a constant cI > 0 depending only on the chosen �nite element family. Using the de�nition of
z, we obtain

∥ŵ − w̄h∥L1(ωc) = (∇z,∇(ŵ − w̄h))L2(Ω)
= (∇(z − IT z),∇(ŵ − w̄h))L2(Ω)
= −(z − IT z, ȳh − gδ)L2(ωo) − (∇(z − IT z),∇w̄h)L2(Ω),

where we have used Galerkin orthogonality and the fact that the interpolation operator IT ∶
Cb(Ω)→ Yh can indeed be applied to z ∈W2,p(Ω) ∩H1

0(Ω)↪ Cb(Ω). Here and below, (⋅, ⋅)L2
denotes the L2 inner product. Now we integrate by parts on each element to obtain

∥ŵ − w̄h∥L1(ωc) = − ∑
K∈Th

((z − IT z,−∆w̄h + χωo( ȳh − gδ))L2(K)

− ∫
∂K
∇w̄h ⋅ ν(z − IT z) ds)

≤ ∑
K∈Th

(∥z − IT z∥L∞(K) ∥−∆w̄h + χωo( ȳh − gδ)∥L1(K)

+ ∥z − IT z∥L∞(∂K∖∂Ω)∥J∇w̄h ⋅ νK∥L1(∂K∖∂Ω))

≤ cIcS ∑
K∈Th

pK h
2− d

pK
K (∥−∆w̄h + χωo( ȳh − gδ)∥L1(K) + ∥J∇w̄h ⋅ νK∥L1(∂K∖∂Ω))

where we have used (4.9) with pK ≥ d individually for each element K ∈ Th . (As in (3.17), the term
∆w̄h vanishes in case of piecewise linear �nite elements.) Choosing now pK ∼ d ∣ log(hK)∣ yields

∥ŵ − w̄h∥L1(ωc) ≤ cIcS ∑
K∈Th

∣ log hK ∣ h2K (∥ρw∥L1(K) + ∥J∇w̄h ⋅ νK∥L1(∂K∖∂Ω)) =∶ cT ηw .

With the help of this residual-based error estimate and of (3.18), the error estimates (4.6) and (4.7)
can be computed.
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5 banach space norm regularization

In this section, we consider as regularization term

Rα = α∥⋅∥U , and hence R∗
α = δBXα (⋅).

¿is setting is of particular interest for promoting sparsity of u via U =M(Ω); see Section 5.2.
Again, in case U = X ∗ we explicitly assume that B is an adjoint operator.
As above, we obtain for (2.2) the optimality conditions

(5.1)

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

C∗(Cȳ − gδ) + A∗w̄ = 0,
B∗w̄ ∈ BXα and ⟨ū, u∗ − B∗w̄⟩U ,X ≥ 0 ∀u∗ ∈ BXα ,

Aȳ − Bū = 0.

We again consider a discretization of this system. In the following, let ( ȳh , ūh , w̄h) be a discrete
approximation of the solution of (5.1) given by

(5.2)
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩

RYh (C
∗(Cȳh − gδ) + A∗w̄h) = 0,

RWh (Aȳh − Būh) = 0,

together with a discretization of the second relation of (5.1), which however is intimately linked to
the choice of the space Uh and the discrete approximation of B∗w ∈ BXα . We refer to Section 5.2
concerning details for the speci�c choice U =M(Ω).

5.1 error estimates

Setting again φα(u1, u2) = 0, we obtain from¿eorem 2.3 that the solution ū to (1.3) satis�es

∥Ku − Kū∥2G ≤ 2 (Jα(u,Ku) − Jα(ū,Kū))
≤ 2α∥u∥U + ∥Ku − gδ∥2G + ∥g∗ − gδ∥2G − ∥gδ∥2G
= 2α∥u∥U + 2⟨u,K∗(g − gδ)⟩U ,X + ∥Ku − g∥2G .

for any u ∈ U and g∗ ∶= gδ − g ∈ G for any g ∈ G such that K∗g∗ ∈ BXα .
Similarly as before,we setu = ūh . However, the choice g = Cȳh is not possible, asK∗(Cȳh−gδ) ∉

BXα in general. Hence, we introduce a scaling factor κ > 0 such that g − gδ = κ(Cȳh − yδ) satis�es

κK∗(Cȳh − gδ) = κB∗(A∗)−1C∗(Cȳh − gδ) = κB∗ŵ ∈ BXα

with ŵ as in (3.7). It thus su�ces to choose

(5.3) κ = min{ α
∥B∗ŵ∥X

, 1} .
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¿e estimation of κ will be discussed below; see (5.6) and (5.8). Inserting u = ūh and g = κC ȳh +
(1 − κ)gδ with (ūh , ȳh , w̄h) ∈ Uh ×Yh ×Wh satisfying (5.2), we obtain

∥Cŷ − Cȳ∥2G ≤ 2 (Jα(ūh , ŷ) − Jα(ū, ȳ))
≤ 2α∥ūh∥U − 2⟨ūh , κB∗ŵ⟩U ,X + ∥CA−1(Aȳh − Būh) + (κ − 1)(Cȳh − gδ)∥2G
= 2(α∥ūh∥U − ⟨ūh , B∗w̄h⟩U ,X + κ⟨ūh , B∗(w̄h − ŵ)⟩U ,X
+ (1 − κ)⟨ūh , B∗w̄h⟩U ,X ) + ∥CA−1ρy + (κ − 1)(Cȳh − gδ)∥2G .

Note that by dual feasibility of κŵ, the term α∥ūh∥U − ⟨ūh , κB∗ŵ⟩U ,X is nonnegative. Estimating
again the terms on the right-hand side using (3.8) and (3.9) with σ = 4 and γ = 2, we obtain the
following a posteriori estimate.

Proposition 5.1. LetRα = α∥⋅∥U . ¿en the minimizers (ū, ȳ) of (2.2) and (ūh , ȳh) of (2.3) satisfy
the estimate

∥Cȳh − Cȳ∥2G ≤ 4(α∥ūh∥U − ⟨ūh , B∗w̄h⟩U ,X ) + 4κ⟨ūh , B∗(w̄h − ŵ)⟩U ,X(5.4)

+ 4(1 − κ)⟨ūh , B∗w̄h⟩U ,X + 4∥CA−1ρy + (κ − 1)(Cȳh − gδ)∥2G ,
Jα(ūh , ŷ) − Jα(ū, ȳ) ≤ (α∥ūh∥U − ⟨ūh , B∗w̄h⟩U ,X ) + κ⟨ūh , B∗(w̄h − ŵ)⟩U ,X(5.5)

+ (1 − κ)⟨ūh , B∗w̄h⟩U ,X
+ ∥CA−1ρy + (κ − 1)(Cȳh − gδ)∥G∥Cȳh − gδ∥G ,

with ρy as in (3.6) and κ satisfying (5.3).

If a duality mapping J U(u) ∈ ∂∥⋅∥U(u) exists (e.g., ifX = U∗), we could again de�ne a residual
for the discrete version of the second relation in (5.1) via ρu ∶= αJ U(ūh) − B∗w̄h and proceed
similarly as in Section 5.1. Since this will not be the case in the example below, we do not do so
here.
¿e quantity 1 − κ can be estimated by

(5.6) 1 − κ ≤ max(1 − α
∥B∗ŵ∥X

, 0) ≤ max(∥B∗w̄h∥X − α + ∥B∗(w̄h − ŵ)∥X
∥B∗w̄h∥X + ∥B∗(w̄h − ŵ)∥X

, 0) .

¿is bound can be written in terms of the residual ρw as

1 − κ ≤ max(∥B∗w̄h∥X − α + ∥B∗(A∗)−1ρw∥X
∥B∗w̄h∥X + ∥B∗(A∗)−1ρw∥X

, 0) ,

which implies that the quantity 1 − κ is a combination of the violation of the dual constraint
∥B∗w̄h∥X ≤ α and the residual ρw . ¿us we can expect 1 − κ to be small for a su�ciently �ne
discretization. We refer to [Rösch and Wachsmuth 2012] for a related error estimate for state-
constrained optimal control problems.

5.2 application to inverse source problem

We now apply the estimate from Proposition 5.1 to the model problem (2.12) for the case of sparsity
regularization. In this case, we have U =M(ωc) and X = Cb(ωc), i.e., U = X ∗. Due to the low
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regularity of the source term, we here set Y =W 1,q′
0 (Ω) andW =W 1,q

0 (Ω), where q′ = q
q−1 with

n < q ≤ 2n
n−2 to guaranteeW

1,q′
0 (Ω) ⊆ L2(Ω). ¿e operator B ∶M(ωc)→W−1,q′(Ω) is de�ned as

⟨Bu, v⟩W−1,q′ ,W 1,q
0

= ∫
ωc
v du,

with B∗w = w∣ωc . ¿e Tikhonov problem is then given by

(5.7)
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩

min
y,u

1
2
∥y − gδ∥2L2(ωo) + α∥u∥M(ωc)

s.t. − ∆y = χωcu, y∣∂Ω = 0.

From [Clason and Kunisch 2012], we have existence of a minimizer ū ∈ M(ωc) as well as an
optimal state ȳ ∈W 1,q′

0 (Ω) and an adjoint state w̄ ∈W 1,q
0 (Ω) satisfying the optimality conditions

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

− ∆w̄ + χωo( ȳ − gδ) = 0, ȳ∣∂Ω = 0
∥w̄∥Cb(ωc) ≤ α and ⟨ūh , w̃ − w̄⟩M(ωc),Cb(ωc) ≤ 0 ∀∥w̃∥Cb(ωc) ≤ α,
− ∆ ȳ − χωc ū = 0, ȳ∣∂Ω = 0.

As Ω is convex and polyhedral, we can employ H2-regularity results. We take here as well Yh ⊂ Y
andWh ⊂ W as piecewise linear �nite elements, and thus the residuals in the �rst and third
relation are once more given by

ρw = χωo( ȳh − gδ) − ∆w̄h ,
ρy = −∆ ȳh − χωc ūh .

We again use a variational discretization Uh = U . It was shown in [Casas, Clason, and Kunisch
2012] that the corresponding semi-discretization of (5.7) admits a unique minimizer of the form
ūh = ∑Nc

j=1 u jδx j , where δx denotes the Dirac measure concentrated on x ∈ Ω and {x j}Nc
j=1 are the

interior vertices of Th lying in ωc . Hence, we have that

α∥ūh∥M(ωc) = ⟨ūh , w̄h⟩M(ωc),Cb(ωc) ,

so that the �rst term on the right-hand sides of (5.4) and (5.5) vanish. Furthermore, from [Casas,
Clason, and Kunisch 2012] we have that

⟨ūh ,wh⟩M(ωc),Cb(ωc) =
Nc

∑
j=1
u jw j ,

for anywh = ∑Nc
j=1w je j, where e j is the piecewise linear �nite element basis functions corresponding

to the vertex x j.
To estimate the term A−1ρy, we use the residual error estimator for Dirac measure data from

[Araya, Behrens, and Rodríguez 2006] (note that here ρy ∣K ∉ L2(K)):¿ere exists a constant c2 > 0
independent of h such that

∥ ȳh − ŷ∥L2(ωo) ≤ c2
⎛
⎝∑K∈Th

h3K∥J∇ ȳh ⋅ νK∥2L2(∂K∖∂Ω)
⎞
⎠

1/2
=∶ c2ηy .
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¿e term ⟨ūh , w̄h − ŵ⟩M(ωc),Cb(ωc) from the right-hand side of (5.4) can be estimated as

⟨ūh , w̄h − ŵ⟩M(ωc),Cb(ωc) =
Nh

∑
j=1
u j(w̄h(x j) − ŵ(x j)) =

Nh

∑
j=1
u j(w̄h(x j) − IT ŵ(x j))

= ∫
Ω
∇ ȳh∇(w̄h − IT ŵ)dx = ∫

Ω
∇ ȳh∇(ŵ − IT ŵ)dx

= ∑
K∈Th
∫
∂K
∇ ȳh ⋅ ν(ŵ − IT ŵ)ds

≤ c2cI
⎛
⎝∑K∈Th

h3K∥J∇ ȳh ⋅ νK∥2L2(∂K∖∂Ω)
⎞
⎠

1/2
∣ŵ∣H2(Ω)

≤ c2cIcS
⎛
⎝∑K∈Th

h3K∥J∇ ȳh ⋅ νK∥2L2(∂K∖∂Ω)
⎞
⎠

1/2
∥ ȳh − gδ∥L2(ωo)

=∶ c3ηw ,

where we have used the de�nition of ȳh in the third equality, the de�nition of w̄h and ŵ in the
fourth equality, and elementwise integration by parts, elementwise linearity of ȳh in the � h
equality, as well as (2.13) and (2.14).
In order to estimate 1−κ, we apply the L∞(Ω) residual error estimator of [Nochetto et al. 2006];

see also [Rösch and Wachsmuth 2012], which is valid even for nonconvex polyhedral domains. It
was proven in [Nochetto et al. 2006] that there exists a constant c > 0 depending on Ω and the
shape regularity of the triangulation such that

∥w̄h − ŵ∥L∞(ωc) ≤ c∣ log hmin∣
2max
K∈Th

(h2K∥−∆w̄h + χωo( ȳh − gδ)∥L∞(K)

+ hK∥J∇w̄h ⋅ νK∥L∞(∂K∖∂Ω)) =∶ c η∞w ,

where hmin ∶= minK∈Th hK . Inserting this into (5.6), we obtain

(5.8) 1 − κ ≤ max(∥B∗w̄h∥X − α + cη∞w
∥B∗w̄h∥X + cη∞w

, 0) =∶ ηκ .

Collecting all the results, we obtain from Proposition 5.1 the a posteriori estimates

∥ ȳh − ȳ∥2L2(ωo) ≤ 4c3ηw + 4ηκ ⟨ūh , w̄h⟩M(ωc),Cb(ωc)(5.9)

+ 4(c2ηy + ηκ∥ ȳh − gδ∥L2(ωo))
2
,

Jα(ūh , ȳh) − Jα(ū, ȳ) ≤ c3ηw + ηκ ⟨ūh , w̄h⟩M(ωc),Cb(ωc)(5.10)

+ 4(c2ηy + ηκ∥ ȳh − gδ∥L2(ωo))∥ ȳh − g
δ∥L2(ωo).

Remark 5.2. A posteriori estimators for a state-constrained control problem can also be found
in [Rösch, Siebert, and Steinig 2015]. ¿is control problem is related to the dual problem to (5.7),
which takes the form of a state-constrained problem without a discrepancy term. (Conversely,
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the dual to the problem in [Rösch, Siebert, and Steinig 2015] involves a Huber norm in place of
the measure-space norm in (5.7).) Furthermore, in [Rösch, Siebert, and Steinig 2015] the state
constraint is penalized, which manifests in an additional L2 penalty in the dual problem. ¿e
resulting error estimator then gives combined bounds on the regularization and the discretization
error.

6 numerical example

We illustrate our error estimators with numerical results for the example from Section 5.2. In order
to have available an exact analytical solution, we use the example from [Pieper and Vexler 2013,
Section 8.1]: Setting Ω = ωc = ωo = B1(0) ⊆ R2, we have that −∆y† = u† for

y†(x) = − 1
2π

ln (max {ρ, ∣x∣2}) , u† = − 1
2πρ
H1∣∂Bρ(0),

where ρ ∈ (0, 1) is arbitrary andH1 denotes the one-dimensional Hausdor�measure. Furthermore,
ū = uδα = u† is the minimizer of (5.7) for given α > 0 if the data is chosen as

gδ(x) = − 1
2π

ln (max {ρ, ∣x∣2}) + αφ (∣x∣2)

with

φ(r) =
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩

6(3r−2ρ)
ρ3 for r < ρ

6(3r2−2rρ−2r+ρ)
(ρ−1)3r for r ≥ ρ.

In the following, we set ρ = 0.5 and α = 10−2 unless speci�ed otherwise.¿e corresponding discrete
approximations ūh are computed using the approach from [Casas, Clason, and Kunisch 2012].
We �rst illustrate Proposition 5.1 by comparing in Figure 1 the errors in residual and functional

value to the terms in (5.9) and (5.10) for a sequence of adaptively re�ned meshes for uniform
re�nement (Figure 1a) as well as for adaptive re�nement using the procedure described in [Rösch
and Wachsmuth 2012] (Figure 1b). We also show to the rate O(h2), which up to a logarithmic
factor is known to hold for the residual and Tikhonov functional error; see [Pieper and Vexler
2013, ¿m. 6.2]. ¿is rate also seems to be satis�ed for our estimator.
To illustrate Proposition 2.1, we consider g ∶= y† as exact data, add Gaussian noise at di�erent

levels δ, and adaptively compute the corresponding minimizer uδα(δ),h(δ). Speci�cally, we start
from a relatively large α0 = 10−2 and coarse uniform mesh. In an outer loop, we then reduce the
regularization parameter αk = α0θk for θ = 0.6 until the discrepancy principle (2.5) with τ = 2 is
satis�ed. In an inner loop, we adaptively re�ne the discretization according to the error estimator
from Proposition 5.1 until the precision requirements (2.6) and (2.7) from Proposition 2.1 are
satis�ed. ¿e resulting residuals, regularization parameters and functional values for di�erent
noise levels are plotted in Figure 2 and show a convergence rate ofO(δ).
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(b) adaptive re�nement

Figure 1: Comparison of true error and estimator
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Figure 2: Illustration of convergence rates as δ → 0

7 conclusion

Reliable estimators for the discretization error in Tikhonov regularization can be computed using
the approach from [Repin 2000]. Combining this with a general result on convergence of discrete
approximations and an appropriate adaptive mesh re�nement strategy yields convergence of these
approximations to a solution of the inverse problem. ¿e approach can in particular be applied to
the Banach-space setting required for sparsity enhancement or Ivanov regularization.
¿ese error estimators can be incorporated into a local re�nement strategy for mesh adaptation.

As shown in the examples, the estimators can be written in terms of sums over the element domains
(or their interfaces) of a triangulation. ¿us it makes sense to subdivide elements with relatively
large contribution to the error estimator. Note that using variational discretizations according to
[Casas, Clason, and Kunisch 2012; Hinze 2005], we do not re�ne independently for parameter,
state, and adjoint, but use a common mesh for all three quantities.
Future research will be devoted to transferring this approach to nonlinear inverse problems

via iterative linearization similarly to [Kaltenbacher, Kirchner, and Veljović 2014] as well as to
all-at-once approaches based on the model-and-measurement formulation (1.1–1.2).
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appendix

In this appendix we prove that the implication (3.9) holds for σ and γ chosen according to (3.10).
Since a + b2 ≤ c + d2 is equivalent to a + (b + d)2 ≤ 2bd + c + 2d2 for b, d ≥ 0, the implication
(3.9) is equivalent to

(a.1) ∀c, d ≥ 0 ∀0 ≤ b ≤
√
c + d2 ∶ 2bd ≤ (γ − 1)c + (σ − 2)d2,

which (with b = 0) can only be satis�ed if γ ≥ 1 and σ ≥ 2. It su�ces to consider in (a.1) strictly
positive d, so that upon division by d2 and setting x = b

d and y =
c
d2 , the conclusion of (3.9) is

equivalent to

σ ≥ 2 ∧ γ ≥ 1 ∧ ∀y ≥ 0 ∀x ∈ [0,
√
1 + y] ∶ 2x ≤ (γ − 1)y + σ − 2.

¿is obviously holds i�

σ ≥ 2 ∧ γ ≥ 1 ∧ ∀y ≥ 0 ∶ 2
√
1 + y ≤ (γ − 1)y + σ − 2.

Setting z = √
1 + y − 1, this is equivalent to

σ ≥ 2 ∧ γ ≥ 1 ∧ ∀z ≥ 0 ∶ 2z ≤ (γ − 1)((z + 1)2 − 1) + σ − 4.

For z = 0, this implies σ ≥ 4, and hence (3.9) is equivalent to

σ ≥ 4 ∧ γ ≥ 1 ∧ ∀z ≥ 0 ∶ 0 ≤ (γ − 1)z2 − 2(2 − γ)z + σ − 4.

We �rst consider the right-hand side as a quadratic polynomial in z, whose roots are given by
z∓ = (γ − 1)−1(2− γ ∓

√
D) for D ∶= (2− γ)2 − (γ − 1)(σ − 4) = γ2 − γσ + σ . We thus arrive at the

equivalent condition

σ ≥ 4 ∧ γ ≥ 1 ∧ (D < 0 ∨ [D ≥ 0 ∧ 2 − γ +
√
D ≤ 0]) .

Considering now D as a quadratic polynomial in γ with roots

γ− =
2σ

σ +
√
σ2 − 4σ

, γ+ =
σ +

√
σ2 − 4σ
2

,

we arrive at

σ ≥ 4 ∧ γ ≥ 1 ∧ (γ− < γ < γ+ ∨ [(γ ≥ γ+ ∨ γ ≤ γ−) ∧ γ ≥ 2 ∧ (γ − 2)2 ≥ D]) .

For σ ≥ 4 and γ ≥ 1, it can be easily checked that (γ − 2)2 ≥ D and 1 < γ− ≤ 2 hold (the latter with
strict inequality if σ > 4). We have thus shown that (3.9) holds i� the conditions (3.10) are satis�ed.
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